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COST SHARING REGULATION

I. Introduction

Cost sharing regulation requires that multiproduct firms operating in multiple markets or

jurisdictions allocate portions of the firms "common or joint" costs to the markets using the

"common or joint" inputs. Regulated firms such as electric, natural gas transmission, and

telecommunications utilities are subjected to this style of regulation in conjunction with

traditional rate base regulation to prevent the cross subsidization between consumers in

different markets. Faulhaber (1976) and Fumas and Whinston (1982) examined the possibility

of a firm being able to set prices so that no one market subsidized another. The ability to

cross subsidize, and the amount of cross subsidization in public enterprises may be in the eye

of the beholder, but the mandated use of cost allocation mechanisms in regulated industries

shows that regulators believe that a cross subsidy is desired for policy reasons. In addition, a

cost allocation scheme's effect on the overall level of welfare for society depends upon the

choices left to regulators and to the firm. For example, an unconstrained firm will allocate

costs to maximize profits, while a regulator might choose an allocation mechanism encompass

ing some idea of maximizing social welfare. This paper will examine the firm's incentives

concerning the input choice when the firm chooses the allocator and the incentives facing the

firm when the regulators change the cost allocator for policy reasons.

Wellisz (1963) pointed to this type of sharing regulation in his seminal article detailing

the cost allocation rules promulgated by. the Federal Power Commission which allocated costs

among the markets served by natural gas companies.. Many regulatory commissions adopted

similar rules to prevent one group of consumers from contributing more towards shared costs

than regulators thought would be fair. These allocation procedures, commonly.referred to as

fully distributed. cost (FDC) plans, impact heavily in the natural·. gas transmission and the tele

communications industies .even today. The study of this type of cost sharing regulation,
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however, was eclipsed by the Averch-Johnson model of rate base regulation until ,relatively

recently. In fact, the use· of cost sharing regulation in conjunction with rate. base regulation

may hide or exaggerate input choice distortions and output mix distortions.

Braeutigam (1980) resurrected the analysis of cost sharing regulation by examining FOC

pricing methodologies showing that there is no unique set of prices that satisfy the FOC

pricing scheme. In addition, he showed that since the prices are based on some notion of

average cost, price vectors chosen under this scheme will tend to generate a lower social

welfare than Ramsey prices.

Sweeny (1982) undertook to examine the effects of FOC pricing on a firm that is

partially regulated. Using the accounting formulae examined in Braeutigam, Sweeny examined

the effect of two different fully distributed cost allocation formulae on the output mix of the

firm. Sweeny's results showed that a firm using one of these accounting rules will choose a

price vector which is dominated: i.e. there is a different set of price-output combinations

that will yield greater than or equal outputs with at least the same level of overall profit.

The cost equation in Sweeny's formulation treated the costs to be allocated as a fixed cost

•
(F) that would be allocated by some formula· across the different product lines. For example,

cost for a two product firm was represented as

C(Ql,q2) = cIQl + c2Q2 + F.

The fixed cost F was to be allocated between the jurisdictions (say) based on relative outputs,

so that an allocator (ex) is defined as ex = Ql!(ql + Q2); the shared cost allocated to market

one and two respectively would be exF and (l-ex)F. Sweeny examined the effects of these

imposed cost allocation procedures on the output mix of a partially regulated firm.

This paper shows the effects of changes in ex on both the output mix and input us.e for a

certain class of inputs. The cost allocator referred to below, however, is different from the

allocator Sweeny and Braeutigamdescribed. The first allocator examined in the following

model is of no particular methodology. Rather it is an implicit allocator much like a Lindahl
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price. The purpose of the model is to describe how the firm would chose an allocator if the

firm were trying to maximize profits given that the firm is subject to profit regulation and

that regulators require that the firm allocate costs of public inputs between markets. After

the firm chooses it cost allocator, its output mix and public input, suppose the regulators

decide that the allocator the firm chooses is not fair. The regulators then decide to change

the allocator. The model presented in the next sections examines the problem of allocating,

what have often been referred to as, joint, common or shared costs, and the effect of

changing the cost allocation formula on output and input use.

2. A Two Juris~,iction Model with Shared Costs

Most regulated firms required to.allocate costs between various markets share inputs

which are used to proquce outputs in those markets. The literature describing the differences

between common and joint costs is sometimes confusing. This section defines and discusses

the types-of costs for the types of costs that pertain to the model in the following sections.

2.1 Definition of a Shared Input: Public Inputs vs. Joint or Common Inputs

Prior to examining the firms incentives under various cost allocation assumptions, it is

instructive to define what public, joint or common. For the purposes of this paper, a shared

input is any input that enters into the production function of more than one good or service.

If there is no opportunity cost of using the shared (or jointly used) input in one market in

terms of lost output in another market, the input can be considered a public input with non

rival consumption by the various production functions. If the input is public, then the oppor

tunity cost of using the input for producing one unit of (say) output A in terms of output B

is zero. A good example of a public input is the local telephone network. The local tele

phone network (i.e. the telephone poles, wires, etc) is an input into the production of both

toll and local calls. In addition, one can use the local telephone network to call locally

without imposing opportunity costs in' terms of lost sales in the toll market... Another example,

is the electric utility's generating plant. It is used in both peak and off-peak periods. Using
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the plant during peak times does not create an opportunity cost in terms of lost off-peak

sales.

Joint costs can be considered a special case of a cost associated with a public input.

An excellent example is Marshall's mutton-wool example. The lamb to be slaughtered is a

public joint input into the production of mutton and wool. The difference between a public

input and a joint cost is that with a joint input one produces outputs in fixed proportions.

For example, one lamb will produce upon slaughtering an amount of meat (41bs. of mutton) and

an amount of wool (20 skeins of yarn). Thus, for every unit input of lamb we will obtain a

fixed amount of meat and a fixed amount of yarn. There is no opportunity cost of producing

an extra unit of meat in terms of skin (assuming free disposal) or vice versa. A joint input,

then, is a special case of a public input as output derived from the input is produced in fixed

proportions.

Common costs, however, are distinguishable based on the presence of opportunity cost.

Common costs, which are costs of inputs which enter into more than one production function

are called common because the. use of one input by one division involves an opportunity cost

in the production of one good over another. A good example is the train station. The

station itself is a common input because it serves as a station for both passenger and freight

traffic. Space must be allocated to one service or the other. By allocating space to freight,

for example, there is an opportunity cost in terms of serving· passengers as the space can not

be used for passenger services.

Since these common costs do exhibit an opportunity cost attributable to one jurisdiction

over another, they can be allocated based on the opportunity cost. In the following models,

however, it is assumed that the input in question is a public input.

3. A Model of Cost Allocation with a Public Input

The introduction of a public input poses few, if any, conceptual modifications toproduc-

tion theory. The production function is a general neoclassical production function. The major
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difference here is that one input (K) enters the production function of two different goods.

For simplicity, the models described below have a firm producing different outputs in two

markets. Thus the production functions take the following form:

one and two while the input zi can be a vector of other inputs unique to the production of

good i. Thus, the conditional demand function can be written as zl = Zl(Qi,K,W)l for each i

and the variable cost functions (yi) are

• •yl(Qi,K,w) = wZi = min (wizi s.t. qi(K,zi) ~ Qi}, i = 1,2.

This variable cost function thus has the following properties:

i) vi = (8yi/ 8Qi) > 0, ii) ViK = (8yi/8K) :s 0,

First, marginal (variable) costs must be positive for both outputs, and second, variable costs

decrease as the amount of capital increases.

Given the technology, aregulated firm maximizes profit (11") over the choice of K, Qi, and

OC, given the constraint that revenues must be no greater than costs as defined by the

regulators. In this first case we are letting the firm choose its own cost allocator subject

only to the two regulatory constraints for the two jurisdictions. If r is the true economic

cost of capital, the regulators pick a si > r as a cap on the firm's earnings for jurisdiction

i.2 Theref~re, profit in jurisdiction one (11"1) must be:

1It should be noted here that there is no such thing as "directly attributable costs." In
the literature these directly attributable costs are allocated first to the market which causes
the costs prior to the allocation of any common, shared, joint, or public input costs. When
the variable cost function, however, includes the public input as an argument, then any change
in the variable cost due to a change in wages or output will influence the derived demand for
the public input. Thus, it would be incorrect to allocate variable costs caused in market I
solely to market 1 as the variable costs in market lare jointly. determined with the variable
costs in other markets due to the public input.

2For the purpose of this discussion the choice of siis assumed to~be exogenous.
Historically, however, ,there may have been a trade-off between the· allowed rate of return and
the cost allocation mechanism. For interesting descriptions of the telecommunications industry
see Gabel (1967) and Temin and Peters (1985a and 1985b).
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and profit in jurisdiction two must be:

The firm is allowed to choose its level of output, capital input use, and (for now) the cost

allocation scheme. To do so, it undertakes the following maximization:

=RI(QI) + R2(Q2) - yI(QItK,w) - y2(Q2,K,w) - rK

s.t. a) 7("1 - RI(QI) - yI(QItK) - oesiK S 0

b) ~ - R2(Q2) - y2(Q2,K) - (1-oe)s2K S 0

c) Qi ~ 0, K ~o, for i = 1,2.

d) 0 s oe S 1

where K represents the long run demand for K. Letting M(QItQ2,K,oe) be the objective

function, the Kuhn-Tucker first order conditions are:

MK = -l:yk.(l-pi) - r + oesiPI + (1-oe)s2p2 S 0, K. ~ 0, MKK = 0

M1 = (RI - y 1)(1 - 10'1) s 0, QI ~ 0, M1Q1 = 0

M2 = (R~ - y~)(1 - 10'2) s 0, Q2 ~ 0, M2Q2 = 0

Moe = (sH.iI - s2p2)K S 0, oe ~ 0, Moeoe = 0

Mpi = - 7("1 - RI + yl + oesiK ~ 0,10'1 ~ 0, Mpipi = 0,

Mp2 = - ~ - R2 + y2 + (l-oe)s2K ~ 0, pi ~ 0, Mp2p2 = 0

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

From the examination of the constraints, a number of feasible solutions exist. It is

instructive to take a look at the implications of a few of the Kuhn-Tucker solutions. The

values of the choice variables which are consistent with the first solution are:

K > 0, PI = 0, #2 > 0, Qi > 0, for i = 1,2.

This is the case where the firm is regulated (constrained) in only one market (market 2).

From the constraint analysis the only possible value of oe which can exist without a violation

of any of the constraints is oe .= O. This implies that none of the public input costs are

allocated to the unregulated market. If ocweregreater< than 0, then the constraint in
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condition (3.4) should be zero by complementary slackness. But since PI = 0, condition (3.4)

implies -P2s2 = O. However, since 1'2 and s2 are assumed positive, the constraint is violated.

Therefore oc must be zero in this solution.3

Another interesting case surrounds the analysis of conditions (3.1) and (3.4). From (3.1)

we know that the firm will try to set the sum of the constrained marginal rates of technical

substitution equal to the regulation determined shadow price. For a traditional public good we

would expect to see the optimal choice determined by the vertical summation of the marginal

benefit set equal to the marginal cost (Samuelson: 1956) and each consumer is charged a

Lindahl price determined by the intersection of the consumer's marginal benefit curve and the

optimal amount of the public input chosen. Figure 1 shows the corresponding situation for

the case of a public input into a multiproduct regulated firm. In this case the firm's con-

strained choice of the public input depends upon the vertical summation of the firm's marginal

productivity of the public input (i.e.EVk(1-Pi». In addition, since the firm is regulated in both

markets the marginal productivities are deflated by (I -Pi). These marginal ptoductivities show

the marginal value to the particular market of increasing the public input. When the firm is

allowed to choose its own allocator,then, like the traditional public good case, the firm could

imply an allocator that is essentially a Lindahl price for the public input.

Two cases are worth noting. The first is, if the firm. chooses its own cost allocator, the

it will chose oc so that condition (3.4) is true. By choosing its allocator, the firm, attempts to

3Temin and Peters (1985a), in their explanation of the history of the separations process,
conclude that it was in AT&T's best interests to put all of its joint plant in the local
jurisdiction before the FCC took an active stance in the regulation' of interstate messages.
The above model partly explains why AT&T fought the introduction of the station to station
method of accounting where AT&T was required to charge a portion of its joint plant used in
the production of toll and local calls to both the long distance and local jurisdictions. This
Kuhn-Tucker solution is essentially the solution with the board to board method of accounting:
(the allocation scheme favored by AT&T prior to FCC regulation). The Kuhn-Tucker multiplier
PI equal to zero implies that there was .no effective regulatory constraint in the 'interstate
market, nor was there any reason to share costs if they could be allocated completely to the
regulated jurisdiction. .(See' also Grace': 1986).
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equate the return across jurisdictions by choosing oc to equate slP1 and s2P2. In Figure 1 VIe

see that when the· firm chooses oc, it sets the sum. of the constrained marginal productivities

of the public input (-~Vk(l-I-'i»equal to the regulation determined shadow price of the public

input (r - I-'ls1). This is the standard Averch-Johnson formulation modified for the case of a

public input where the public input is subject to rate base regulation.

[Insert Figure 1 Here]

Now, for the sake of comparison, let us assume that the regulators, rather than the firm,

choose the cost allocator oc. For this case, assume the regulation determined shadow price in

market 2 is less than or equal to the regulation determined shadow price of the public input

in market one (i.e. r - I-'1sI > r - 1-'2s2). This implies th~tpIsl S 1-'2s2. In this situation, the

incentives facing the firm are to choose an amount of the public input that is not less than

the Averch-Johnson level of the public input chosen (KAJ) and which may be as great as

(KCA). The sum of the constrained marginal productivities is set equal to r-ocplsl-(I-oc)p2s2.

This, of course, assumes that the regulators do not chose oc to maximize the firm's profits, but

based on some policy goal. If Pisl S· P2s2, then if oc = 0 (the- regulators decide to allocate all

the costs of the public input to market 2), the regulation determined shadow price becomes r

p2s2 and the firm would chose to employ KCA amount of the public input. If oc is chosen to

be I (the regulators decide to charge the costs of the public input to market I), then the

firm would set its sum of constrained marginal productivities equal to r-plsi and choose to

employ KAJ amount of the public input. Thus, bounds are placed on the constrained choice of

the public input. A similar, but opposite result can be obtained when Plsl ~ p2s2. In this

case, the firms choice of the public input would be less than (KAJ)-

Thus, when the firm is allowed to choose its cost allocator, the firm will do so to equate

returns across the jurisdictions, and we see the traditional Averch-Johnson bias. This result,

however, is altered if the firm is subjected to cost allocation regulation and the regulator

chooses for some policy reason the cost allocator oc. The. firm may have incentives· to over-
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capitalize further or to employ less than the cost minimizing amount of capital depending on

the relative regulation-determined shadow price of the public input in each market.

Another question to examine is what happens to ex if PI = P2, but sl < s2. In this case

the firm will choose ex so to satisfy equation (3.4). Condition (3.4) requires that

ex = 0 if sl < s2.

Thus, the firm allocates all of its capital to the division with the highest rate of return by

choosing an ex to maximize profits. If s1 > s2, then the firm will allocate all its costs to

jurisdiction 1 and if s2 > S1 the firm will allocate all its public input costs to market 2.

Correspondingly, since either jurisdiction could be jurisdiction 1, we know that the firm will

always allocate its public input to the jurisdiction with the highest rate of return.

Thus,_if the firm is given the choice of the cost allocator, it will attempt to allocate

costs to the jurisdiction with the highest rate of return. This behavior, in and of itself, will

not promote efficiency or insure that the firm will act as the regulators intended. This model

sheds additional light if the regulators (state and federal) have conflicting reasons for

choosing a particular allowed rate of return. A gaming situation could evolve where the

regulators ·would attempt to set the allowed rate of return in such a way as to influence the

firm's cost allocator. The federal regulators would try to set the rate of return on the

interstate market lower so that the multi-market firm would allocate more costs towards the

jurisdiction with the higher allowed rate of return. The state regulator, trying to protect its

own constituencies, would try to lower the allowed rate· of return to the intrastate market.4

The analysis. of this type of regulatory behavior is interesting, but beyond the scope of this

paper.

4Gabel (pp. 27-43), in his history of the cost allocation process in the telecommunications
industry cites evidence of the Federal Communications Commission negotiating with AT&T to
lower interstate rates while ignoring cost allocation issues and formulae. In addition, while
the Bell Operating Companies were asking for rate increases, the state regulators were not
allowing any rate increases. Unlike. the Federal Government, the state commissions were trying
to change the cost allocation formulae to shift more costs to the interstate market.
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The next step is to examine another type of regulatory behavior concerning the situation

where a regulated multiproduct firm is either given or is allowed to choose its own cost

allocator, and then for policy reasons the regulators decide to change the allocation to a

particular market.

4. Effect of Exogenous Changes of Cost Allocator on Input Use

Normally, the firm is not given the choice of the cost allocator. Regulators supposedly

choose the allocation based upon welfare concerns that a firm acting in its own self interest

would not address. The next· section examines the effects of a new regulatory policy on the

input and output choices of the firm.

As Braeutigam (1980) and Sweeny (1982) point out, the methods employed by regulators

to allocate costs were inefficient the firm's prices were not based on marginal costs, thus

biasing the output mix. .Many such rules have been placeq in the regulation of transportation,

natural gas distribution, and telecommunications firms. Some of the more common include the

gross revenues method (where exi = Ri/I:Ri), the relative output method (exi = qi/I:qi) or the

relative costs method (exi = yi(qi,K)/I:yi(qi,K». Not only do these mechanisms bias the output

•
mix, but they also affect the investment in the public input.

The next logical question to ask is what happens to the output choices and level of

capital chosen if the allocating factor is changed by the regulators to meet their policy goals.

This reflects what has been seen in the telecommunications industry over the past 50 years.

As a means of promoting universal service more and more of the public input costs have been

allocated to the toll jurisdiction so that local users will be able to subscribe.

/ 4.1 Long Run Results under Cost Sharing Regulation

As mentioned above, Sweeney did not examine the effects of a changing cost allocator on

input use. In so doing, he was unable to examine the effect of exogenous changes in ex on all

the firm's decisions. The changing cost allocations, however, do exert an influence on the

firm's choice of the public. input. By taking the total differential of the Kuhn-Tucker first
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order conditions (assuming an exogenous change in 0: determined by regulators) a linear system

of five equations is derived and shown in the appendix as Table A-I. The comparative statics

can be derived using Cramer's Rule and are shown in Table A-2.

This model, assumes that in the past the regulators did not set the cost allocator, leaving

the choice to the firm. Then, for some policy reason, the regulator determined that the cost

allocation between markets (for what ever reason) was not "fair". The regulator then decides

to change the allocator by (say) increasing the amount of the public input costs allocated to

market 1.

As can be seen in Table A-2, the signs of the total derivatives with respect to 0: are

not absolutely dete.rminable,but it is still possible to obtain some information. By examining

the denominator (D) we know that for a maximum, the sign of the principal minors must

alternate and the sign for the determinant· of the bordered Hessian must be negative.

Equation (Irin Table A-2 shows the comparative static for dK/doc. The second term (BIM22 

B2MK2) < 0 since M22 < 0, MK2 > 0 and Bi > O. Correspondingly, the third term is positive

since it is preceded by a negative sign and (AIMII - A2MKI) < O. If Plsl = P2s2, then the

sign of dK/doc will depend upon the difference between the second and third terms. The second

and third terms reflect the difference in the rate of change in the· marginal profitability when

output is changed multiplied by the difference between the marginal productivity and the

allocated return in market 2 (i.e vi + (1-0:)s2)' For market I (represented by the third term

in the numerator of equation (I» a similar interpretation can be made.

Now, looking at equation (2) in Table A-2, the sign of dql/doc depends less upon the

relative importance of the regulatory constraints than does the sign of dK/doc. The sign of

the second and third terms are able to be determined and both turn out to be positive. The

second term is similar to the second term in equation (1); it shows the effect of increasing K

on market 2. The third term in equation (2) shows the interaction in the changes in cost

function as K is changed. Since, the second and third term are positive, if (PlsI - P2s2) is
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positive (or relatively small) then the sign of dqI/dcx in equation (2) will be negative since the

numerator is positive and the denominator is. negative. An increase in the public input costs

allocated to market I yields a decrease in the output of that market. Similarly, in equMi!m

(3) the second and third terms, which are similar to the second and third terms of equation

(2), are negative. Coupled with the possibility that (Plsl - P2s2) is negative (or positive and

relatively small), the sign of dq2/dex in equation (2) will be positive.

11 regulators increase the cost allocation to one market for a particular policy reason

(i.e. attempt to make telephone service affordable for everyone). By decreasing the cost

allocation to one market, however, the above model shows that a perverse result could occal".

For example, if regulators decreased ex to say the local telephone company and the firm. was

no longer able to set Plsi = P2s2, then it is possible that dK/dex < O. Since vic < 0, the

costs of marginal costs providing service in both markets increases; due to a decrease in K and

output in both markets decreases. Thus, the new cost sharing policy actually worked to the

detriment of the consumers who were the intended beneficiaries.

4.2 Special Cases

For the sake of exposition and to obtain more feeling for the results, let us make some

simplifying assumptions. For example, in case I, assume the firm has already chosen ex so that

Plsl = P2s2· Thegovemment for a policy reason decides that this is not a fair cost alloca-

tion and mandates the firm use a new allocator determined by the government. Suppose

further that the government desires to· increase the allocation to market I. Finally, let us

assume that A 1=82M/8K8p1 and BI = 82M/8K8PI are positiveS and that A2 = 82M/8q18PIt and

B2 = 82M/8q28P2 are also both positive as it is assumed that a regulated firm will always

produce beyond the level of output selected by the profit maximizing firm. With these

assumptions in mind, it is possible to see results from Table A-2 more clearly. The choice of

SThis merely assumes that r > cx:sl and that r > (l-ex)S2. The author will supply a simple
proof if desired.
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capital is affected by the change in the cost allocator, but once again its sign is indeter

minate. The sign depends upon whether the additional benefit of public input to a particular

jurisdiction outweighs the additional cost in the other jurisdiction. In addition, output moves

in the expected manner. In market 1, output falls with an increase in the cost allocator to

market 1, while in market 2 we see an increase in output as the cost allocated to that

jurisdiction decreases.

For the second case, assume once again, that PIsI = 1l2S2, and Al and BI > O. The

difference here is it is assumed that A2 = a2M/8qI8IlI = 0 and B2 > O. The point of this

assumption is to see what happens if the firm is allowed set price at marginal cost in one

market (i.e. the regulatory constraint is not binding). So, if the firm can set marginal

revenue equal to marginal cost in market 1, an increase in the cost allocator to market 1

will cause the firm to decrease the amount of the public' input it will employ. In addition,

output falls in market 1 since m~rginal'costs increase (as capital decreases) and in market 2,

output increases.

Finally, the third case examines just the opposite situation from case 2. Assume that the
•

firm is able to set marginal revenue equal to marginal costs in market 2 and not market 1.

Thus, B2 = 0 and A2 > O. Under these assumptions if the regulators increase ex: so the cost

share to market 1 increases; if marginal revenue in market 2 equals marginal cost, the amount

of the public input chosen increases, output in market 1 decreases and output in market 2

increases. Cases 2 and 3 show that if the allocator is increased to the market with monopoly

power, the amount of the public input chosen by the firm will decrease but, if the allocator is

increased to the regulated market the amount of the public input increases.

An application of the model to the telecommunciations indsutry sheds some light on

potential distortions in dusced by cost sharing regualtion. The FCC, in conjunction with state

regulators, regularly increased the cost· allocator to AT&T's Long Lines division during the last

40 years. If AT&T's Long Lines division was the division that was able to set Ri = vi and the
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local operating companies were the divisions forced to set price such that Rj ~ vi, then

inferring from the above stylized model, this regulatory policy resulted in a lower investment

in the public input than would have been contemplated if regulators did not increase the cost

allocation. Given that the firm's response depends on many interactions, with minor assump-

tions, the effect of a changing policy on cost sharing scheme impacts the behavior of the firm

in its investment choice, and the cost sharing scheme can impact adversely the customer

groups that were the intended beneficiaries. An additional wrinkle to this same problem can

be seen in the next section where the regulator's incentives are analyzed.

5. Optimal Cost Sharing Regulation: Ramsey Revisited

The above models made no assumptions concerning the regulators behavior in determining

the mandated cost allocation procedure. This is because, in reality, the cost allocation

procedure is often determined in a political arena where the actors have imperfect informa-

tion. If it were possible for a group of regulators to decide upon the allocator, and this

decision was based upon efficiency, an interesting, yet, Quite reasonable result can be shown.

The .regulators chosing an optimal ex: will choose an allocation that will be sonsitant with

ramsey pricing rules. Suppose that there is one regulator allowed to choose prices, the

amount of the public input, and the cost allocator. In addition, the regulator has some

preconceived weighting scheme to value consumer surplus. For example, the regulator desires

to help consumers of good 1, so the regulators weight consumer surplus of good 1 by P and

weight consumer surplus of good 2 by (I-P). By using a formulation adapted from Baumol and

Bradford (1970) and Ross (1984) we can undertake the following maximization.

max W(p,K,ex:) = PZl(pD + (I-P)Z2(P2) + AI(7rI - (R1 - VI - ex:rK» + A2(~ - (R2 - V2 -(1-ex:)rK»

WI = P8Z1/8QI - Al(8Ql/8PlPI + Ql - vf .'8Ql/8Pl) ~ 0, WIPI = 0 (5.1)

W2 = (l-P)8Z2/P2 - A2(8Q2/8P2P2 + Q2 - ~~ ·',8Q2/8P2) s 0, W2P2 = 0 (5.2)

WK = AI(V~ + ex:r)+A2(Vk +(l-ex:)r) S 0, WKK = 0 (5.3)

(5.4)
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W>.l = _Rl + VI + exrK ~ 0, W>.I>'l = 0,

W>.2 = _R2 + V2 + (l-ex)rK ~ 0,W>.2>'2 = 0,

lTsing the rule that 8Zi/8Pi = - qi, equation (5.1) can be rewritten so that

and (5.2) can be rewritten so that

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.1a)

(5.2a)

where miei = [(pi - Vb/Pilei where ei is the elasticity of demand for market i. Ross showed

that it is possible to discern the regulator's implied welfare weights and econometrically test

for Whether the regulators favored one group of consumers over another. By taking the ratio

of (5Aa) and (5.2a) LV f W -L~?J:-

= mlel - 1

m2e2 - 1
(5.7)

Thus, the regulator will choose prices to satisfy the perceived weights on the consumer

surplus of various consumer groups. Ross showed that for a regulated firm the left hand side

of the ratio would be set equal to the ratio of the welfare weights. In the above model the
ulI\i

possibility' exists that theif be divergent weights on the profits in each jurisdiction. For
A

exalp.ple, the Kuhn-Tucker multipliers (>'i) are the marginal value of producer's surplus to

overall welfare. Since there is a trade off in each market between producer and consumer

surplus, the ratio of weights must reflect this trade off. Thus, the regulator chooses prices

that determined by the ratio of the weights between consumer in producer surplus. In

equation (5.7) the left hand side of the expression reflects this result.

Now, looking at condition (5.4) the welfare maximizing regulator will choose ex so that >'1

= >'2. This means that the regulators equate (by the choice of oc) the marginal profitability

between jurisdictions. To the regulators a dollar of producer surplus in market 1 should be

equal to a dollar of producer surplus in market· 2. When this is true it is self evident that

the welfare maximizing regulator will set prices merely based upon the welfare weights
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between customers. In addition, if the welfare maximizing regulator does not prefer one group

of consumers over another, then the prices chosen will be ramsey prices. (See Ross).

The next question to address is: What does this mean for policy purposes? To the

extent regulators have implied welfare weights for various ,customer classes, the above model

suggests that the regulators set prices that give the desired weighted ramsey result and their

choice of a cost allocator should be independent of the welfare weight. The allocator's

purpose is to equate the marginal profitability of the jurisdictions. Suppose the regulator

employed both a welfare weighting scheme and a cost allocator not based on equating the .Ai;

what would be the result? What if the regulators ex ante chose a p and then decided to

choose an ex so that .AI -:f .A2? This would result in an ex post policy quite different than the

ex ante policy as

P/{l-P) ~ f;'/{l-f;') = PI.Al/(1-P)/.A2 ,

where f;' is the ex post welfare weight and P is the ex ante welfare weight. The relationship

depends on whether the ratio of the Kuhn-Tucker multipliers are less than or equal to one.

Thus, an attempt to use a cost allocator after setting ex ante welfare weights is potentially

self defeating. Telecommunications regulators have traditionally attempted to shi~t costs

(increase the allocator) from the local to the toll markets. At the same time, the regulators,

arguably have preconceived welfare weights on the surplus of various customer classes.

Because of the political nature of the policy to subsidize local service and the use of the cost

allocation mechanism, the above model shows how· regulators may, in fact, reverse their ex

ante welfare weights by changing the cost sharing regulations.

6. Conclusions

When regulators allocate costs, or actuallY,when regulators change their allocation rules

based upon dictates of public policy (i.e. "subsidizing" local telephone service) there will bean

effect on the multiproduct firm's output mix and an effect upon the firm's choice of a public

input. If the firm was given the choice of ex, the firm equalized marginal public input returns
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across jurisdictions and was merely subject to the traditional AI style capital bias. However,

if the firm was subject to a regulatory mandated cost allocator through cost sharing regula

tion, the amount of input use distortion could be greater than the traditional AI story or less

than the what AI would predict depending on the relative differences in returns to the public

input in different jurisdictions. In addition, there are distinct effects of changing the

mandated allocator on the firm's output mix· and the choice of public input. It is important to

note that empirical investigations focusing solely on the the traditional AI model could over

or under estimate the impacts of rate base regualtion since they do not account for the role

of cost sharing regulation. Finally, the incentives facing the welfare maximizing regulator are

to set ramsey prices and choose an allocator consistnat with those prices. If, however, the

regulator is given both the ability to allocate costs, and the ability to use a preconceived

notion of a welfare weight for the surplus of various customer classes, the regualtors could

defeat their .own goals by employing a cost allocation scheme that does not value the pro

ducers' surplus equally among all the markets the in which the firm produces.
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Table A-I
Total Differentiation of First Order Conditions

+ MplKdK + Mplqldql = -slKdcx

... Mp2KdK + Mp2q2dq2 = s2Kdcx

MpIKdpI + Mp2Kdp2 + MKKdK + MK1dql + MK2
dq2 = (s2p2 - slpI)dcx

MpIQldpI + MKldK + MlldqI = 0

Mp2q2dp2 + MK2dK + M22dq2 = 0

MKK = -EvkK(l - Pi) < 0

MKI = - Vkl(l - PI) > 0

MK2 = - Vk2(l - 1'2) > 0

M = -(Rt - v3) > 0
p2q2

MpIK = ~ + cxsi > 0

M =-(I~I-vl»o
pIQI

M K = 'it + (1 - cx)s2 > 0
1'2

Moo - (RL - VL)(1 - HO) < 011 - 11 11 "'1

Now, by dividing both sides of the system by dcx and rearranging the system into matrix
notation such that the system is now represented as Hx = d where

0 0 M K MpIQI 0
o 0 MpIK 0 M~Q2

H= M"'lK Md'2K ~KK MKI K2
MplQI MKI MIl 0
o Mp2Q2 MK2 0 M22

and where x = dpI/dcx
. dp2/dcx

dK/dcx
dQI/dcx
dQ2/dcx

and d =[-SIK
s2K

o
o
o



Case 1: . Initial Case

+
dK/doc = 1/D(K[a2~~BIM22 - B2MK2) - .1B~(AIMll - A2MKl)]) ~ 0

+ +

Case 2: Monopoly Pricing in Market 1

dK/doc =- K(al~~AlMll - A2MKl»ID < 0

dQl/doc = K(81Al~MKl)/D < 0

Case 3: Monoply Pricing in market 2



?

Table A-2

Comparative Statics

+

---'-- --./'------- -"" ...
(1) dK/doc = K/D[-~~~(p181 - P282)] + 82MBIM22 - B2MK2) - .1B~(AIMll - A2MK1)] ~ 0

? + +

(2)

?
~ ./'""...- .A.. ---- _

(3) dQ2/doc =K/D[~~lB2(p181 - P282) - ;;Bl B2(MKl A2 - MllA l ) - .2(~lMK2 + 2Al A2B2MKl - A~B2MKK - A!B2Mll)] ~ 0

"'" ... ,'_ .. -- ..---,-.._-.~._"-_.__-.._--_.....----------
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